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Abstract— This paper has been purposed with subthreshold slope variations with different oxide thickness of the 
ferroelectric material used as gate oxide in double gate MOSFET. The ferroelectric behavior of silicon doped hafnium oxide 
as gate oxide in double gate MOSFET with different oxide thickness decrease the subthreshold slope to a value of 57.8 
db/dec at some points that holds good for the design of digital circuit. The subthreshold slope variations with the different 
gate oxide thicknesses have been studied. These results also compared with the conventional double gate MOSFET. The 
study mainly concentrates on the subthreshold slope of silicon doped hafnium oxide with or without buffer layer of hafnium 
oxide and silicon oxides and concludes to a result in decreasing the subthreshold. Two Dimensional simulation in Sentaurus 
TCAD is used to get the variations from 95.4 db/dec to 57.8db/dec. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Some materials those have the property of the 
ferroelectricity possess a spontaneous electric 
polarization which can be reversed by the applied 
electric field. In all defined Ferroelectric crystals, the 
spontaneous polarization is produced by the atomic 
arrangement of ions in the crystal structure. The 
spontaneous polarization with non-zero value present 
only in a crystal with a polar space group. These 
material can show the reversible and spontaneous 
polarization even when no external electric field is 
applied. Above the Curie temperature of a 
ferroelectric material, these gets polarized under the 
electric field by the change in transition temperature. 
With this, ferroelectric materials have spontaneous 
polarization below the Curie temperature [1].  
R.H. Dennard et al [2] stated that if device 
dimensions changed by 1/k, the doping concentration 
of drain and source should be changed by k. Voltage 
applied at all the terminals also changed by 1/k factor. 
This rule fails with 1.4 µ meter to 70 nm of gate 
length. As applied voltage decreased by 20% of the 
true value, threshold voltage decreased by half of 
value only. By changing the doping profile of channel 
region, the result go in different way. When the 
electric field in MOSFET is constant, the threshold 
voltage is nearly constant, if other parameter are 
unchanged. Reducing the drain voltage while 
threshold voltage reduces is gate overdrive reduced. 
As the gate overdrive decreases, on current (Ion) 
decreases, the device performance, and the ratio of on 
current (Ion) and off current (Ioff) ratio and dynamic 
speed also get affected.  
In silicon MOSFET devices, the transition from off 
state to on state is defined by the subthreshold swing 
as: 

 

Where Vg is the gate surface voltage, Id is the drain 
current, Cs and Cins are the capacitance of 
semiconductor and the insulator used. The 
subthreshold slope for silicon MOSFET go as low as 
to 60mV/dec, which is not more abrupt as the plot of 
drain current and gate voltage is drawn. With this, the 
most challenging issue in today’s technology is static 
power [3]. 
A new concept of negative capacitance of 
ferroelectric material is proposed by Salahuddin and 
Datta to decrease the subthreshold slope [4]. 
Landau’s theory shows the equation of the field: 

 
 
Where P is Polarization and E is electric field Tc is 
Curie temperature and T is ambient temperature of 
the ferroelectric material. Here if the P3 is neglected 
then the electric field with polarization get a negative 
slope for T<Tc because α is a constant which is 
positive for the ferroelectric material. This could help 
in to rise a negative capacitance effect with a parallel 
plate capacitance as give below: 

 
 
Then, the equivalent low field capacitance, separated 
by a distance d and over the area, is given as: 

 
 
Where Ccw is the Curie- Weiss constant which is 
replaced by α. Here, the gate stack is used by a 
standard dielectric layer and a ferroelectric material. 
A standard dielectric layer exists between the 
ferroelectric layer and the semiconductor to reduce 
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the stress, to minimize the charge injection or to 
reduce interfacial reaction between the adjacent 
materials making it Metal Field Insulator 
Semiconductor (MFIS) device. Proposed FeFET as 
an alternative FeRAM suffers from data loss. PZT 
and SBT ferroelectric materials have been studied for 
a long time. The fabrication of FeFET of these kinds 
mainly based on 280 nm SBT ferroelectric layer. The 
functional structure of the device was 
Al/SBT/HfO2/Si and with this, a large memory 
window could be found by using 12 nm HfO2 [5]. 
Ferroelectric material such as PZT and SBT are the 
high k- dielectric materials. For ferroelectric material, 
High k material as a gate dielectric is not desirable. 
This is because of the low k dielectric buffer layer 
that is always present in FeFET gate stack. The 
dielectric’s low capacitance gives a higher voltage 
drop across the buffer layer. PZT and SBT also have 
a high coercive fields as thickness is scaled down. So, 
there is no scaling of the device can be used to realize 
it [6]. 
FeFETs have been studied for the last sixty years but 
the accuracy in results is still far away. Study of the 
ferroelectricity is used to get high performance of the 
FeFETs. Ferroelectricity in silicon doped hafnium 
oxide has been studied. As the film thickness is of 
10nm with less than 4% of SiO2. It is observed that 
the larger the band offset between Silicon and HfO2 
allows for minimum current leakage without the thick 
buffer layer. [7] 
 
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE 
 
The device is designed with 26 nm gate length which 
is based on the double gate MOFET. The doping 
concentration of the source and drain is taken to be 
1019 per cm3 of arsenic material. The doping 
concentration of the channel is considered as the 1017 
per cm3. The buffer layer of hafnium oxide and 
silicon oxide are used for the studying characteristics 
of FeFETs. The purpose of these simulations is to 
suggest that it is possible to target high performance 
short channel FeFETs by using Si:HfO2 as a 
ferroelectric material. Fig 1 shows the DGFET with 
silicon doped hafnium oxide as the gate oxide and 
having buffer layer.  
 

 
fig 1. Double Gate silicon doped hafnium oxide field effect 

transistor used for the simulation. 

2.1 Device Parameter 
This device was designed with 26nm gate thickness. 
Table 1 shows the parameters value used in the 
simulation: 
 

Table 1. Parameters of the simulated device [8]. 

 
 
III. SIMULATIONS 
 
Sentaurus TCAD simulation is used for the study of 
the double gate field effect transistor with silicon 
doped hafnium oxide as the oxide layer. Ferroelectric 
material parameters such as coercive field, remnant 
polarization, saturation polarization and permittivity 
are used as the input to get the ferroelectricity in the 
material. The variation in the remnant polarization, 
coercive field, saturation polarization and permittivity 
with the ferroelectric thickness is given below in table 
2. The FeFET device, with 8 nm thick layer 
ferroelectric layer, has been simulated with 0.8 nm 
thick hafnium oxide buffer layer, and with 0.5 nm 
thick buffer layer. The results shows that the decrease 
in the thickness of the buffer layer give the change in 
the subthreshold slope. This means that the reduction 
in the thickness of the buffer layer has reduced the 
effect of the voltage divider. 
 
Table 2. Variation of Remnant Polarization, Coercive 

Field, Saturation Polarization, Permittivity with 
Ferroelectric Thickness 

 
 

 
fig 2. Subthreshold Slope variations with gate oxide material. 

i.) Si:HfO2 ii) HfO2 iii) SiO2. 
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The subthreshold curve for the Silicon doped hafnium 
oxide with different thickness of buffer layer is 
shown in figure 2. Silicon oxide and hafnium oxide 
with the thickness of 0.8 nm and 1.0 nm are used as 
the buffer layer. The subthreshold curve of these are 
compared with the conventional double gate 
MOSFET. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The ferroelectricity in the double gate MOSFET with 
the silicon doped hafnium oxide as the gate oxide 
have been studied. The subthreshold variation to 
57.46 mV/dec have been calculated by using 
Sentaurus TCAD. The comparison between Si:HfO2 
and silicon oxide as the gate oxide have been made. 
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